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Sloe Republic
Máriaremete-Hidegkút Ecumenical Primary School

TargeT group
Lower secondary classes

realizaTion
Formal studies integrated in the curriculum 
Our pedagogic programme strongly emphasizes the transmission of values. Two of its seven key priorities 
promote educating the students in democracy and active citizenship. 

goal
To educate self-conscious citizens who know and enforce their rights and comply with obligations by having 
the participants understand through their own experiences the workings of a democratic system, to have students 
take part in creating the rules of such a system, to teach them to be able to conciliate their individual interests 
and ambitions with those of the community, and  to feel responsible for their group.

ShorT DeScripTion
The Sloe Democracy was established in the fifth grade, while studying the Roman Empire. Under the teacher’s 
guidance, the students transformed their own class based on the Roman model. They laid down the basic rules. 
That is how the first code was created, which has been repeatedly changed ever since, as the plebeian council has seen 
fit based on their needs (it currently counts 12 §s). They chose their officials, who are usually elected two-by-two, 
e.g. consuls supervise the other functionaries, guide the class at various programmes if necessary, praetors 
are responsible for order and developments in the classroom, questors handle collective money 
and manage acquisitions, and so on. 
Since there is no balcony, and a republic should be publicly proclaimed, this grand event took place 
in the classroom window!

 reSulTS 
Students are committed to participating in this programme. They do not consider it merely as a game. Those 
who do well at fulfilling their task are acknowledged. They have learned to experience the importance of elections, 
the weight of being a candidate. They embrace this democratic model as their own and feel responsible for it. 

conTacT
Principal István Csere
titkarsag@oku.hu; okuhidegkut@t-online.hu 
http://oku.hu/oku.php?l1=5&l2=9 
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playtown “at the back of beyond”, 
in the city of Gyula
Public Association for the Children and Youth of Gyula

TargeT group
Primary school students, teachers, peer helpers (secondary school students) 

realizaTion
During school vacation (Summer camp, 2 weeks) 

goal
To teach 8-12-year-olds the meaning of democracy, of a democratic society, how a city works, and to help 
the members of this age group become active citizens. Introducing basic children’s and human rights is 
a fundamental principle of this project: promoting volunteer work, environmental education, self-sufficiency, 
communication and problem-solving skills and developing creativity, teaching methods of conflict management.

ShorT DeScripTion
Based on the idea of the play town which has been successfully run for years in the German twin town of Ditzingen. 
Children are divided into various groups, and each morning they apply for work at the job centre. Every 90 minutes 
they get a chance to switch jobs, or opt to stay in the same workshop. Children and helpers alike may take 
a break, during which they are free to spend their time in the free areas of the play town. Citizens can “work” 
a maximum of 6 and a minimum of 2 hours per day. They earn 6 “Gyuro”-s (the currency of play town) each 
hour, of which 1 Gyuro is deducted for taxes and everyone (children and helpers) gets 5  Gyuros from the bank. 
Children and helpers alike may go to the bank every day (in their break) and receive the wages they have earned 
(in play money). Playtown is “off limits” to parents; parents and other visitors are allowed onto the grounds of 
Playtown only between 1.00 and 3.00 p.m. every day. During visits, children act as tour guides introducing 
the workshops and playtown life. Every day, the groups end the day telling a little story. After that, 
each group goes to the gym, where they get to watch a little film about the events of the day.

 reSulTS 
8-12-year-olds get a chance to learn about democracy, and the elections procedure. Several workshops 
are responsible for maintaining democratic order in the town (local government, elections bureau, court, 
home guards, bank). The elections bureau operates only during the first three days, while the leaders of 
the town are elected from the children. 
The court investigates the cases reported by the home guards or by the citizens and rules upon them.  
It is the home guards’ task  to have citizens respect the town’s rules. 

conTacT
Enikő Szabó
szabo.eni@gmail.com
www.hetedhetvaros.hu
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“youR buSineSS!”  youth VolunteeRinG 
Foundation for Democratic Youth

TargeT group
annually 10-17 thousand young people aged 14-25 

realizaTion
Non-formal learning, voluntary  

goal
To motivate more and more young people to actively take part in volunteer community work, whilst pointing out 
to the participants, the decision-makers and to society that volunteer work, as an element of active citizenship, 
is an integral part of a well-organized democracy.

ShorT DeScripTion
Independent youth groups can register for this programme from the end of February. In a few weeks’ time they 
prepare their projects to be implemented. In the preparatory phase, the regional coordinators of the Foundation 
provide the groups with professional support and mentoring. On April 16th the projects are implemented, 
evaluated and celebrated. Programme elements: National Network of Volunteer Groups, Volunteer Day, Compass 
Campaign (debating societies), volunteer meetings, “Your Business!” Award. 
Other programmes of the Foundation: +3D (debate programme), School Community Service and entrepreneurial clubs.

 reSulTS 
Participants develop various social and civic skills: cooperation, problem-solving, responsible decision-making, 
social sensitivity, tolerance, etc. Young people prove that they can create value in their local communities, 
take part in tackling problems, and traditions of local community action are established.  

conTacT
Zoltán Hámori, Managing Director
hamori.zoltan@i-dia.org
Galambos Rita
galambos.rita@gmail.com
www.kozod.hu
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káVa – 
dRama pedaGoGy foR actiVe citizenShip 
Káva Cultural Workshop

TargeT group
Groups of 9-18-year-old, often disadvantaged children and young adults in Budapest and in the countryside

realizaTion
Usually integrated in the school’s pedagogical programme, in school time 

goal
to develop competences such as faculty of judgment, self-control, responsible behaviour 
and critical thinking through drama pedagogy

ShorT DeScripTion
Weekday mornings, in school time, a class from a primary or secondary school takes part in a two to three-hour 
long theatre programme with the company (the teachers are only observers), where they are not only spectators, 
but often also writers of the story which evolves by reflecting on various situations, analyzing, summarizing, 
processing them, and acting them out. 
KÁVA activities:
›››  Running five complex drama pedagogy programmes (topics: aggression and being a victim, freedom 

and taking responsibility, relationship between parents and children, democracy at school) 
›››  “Drama Drom”: an ongoing drama programme in a country  dormitory, with the participation 

of multiply disadvantaged young Roma and non-Roma youth. 
›››  Running a methodological training programme 
›››  “DEMOKRACITY”: a special role-playing game. Participants get a first hand experience about the need 

for consultation, debate, and consensus in a democratic society, where everyone’s vote count equally.

 reSulTS 
Research results prove that these complex sessions develop Lisbon Key Competences; young people who take 
part in this programme become more active citizens, young adults who are more ready to take responsiblity 
for themselves and for others. 

conTacT
Krisztina Mikó 
miko.krisztina@kavaszinhaz.hu
www.kavaszinhaz.hu 
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fRom teenaGeR paRliament 
to youth innoVation centRe – 
younG people’S Role in helpinG 
an economically depReSSed ReGion 
find itS feet
Micro Region of Ózd

TargeT group
young people between 10 and 35 years of age

realizaTion
Non-formal learning, voluntary, micro-regional 

goal
To educate local youth for life and the foundations of a democracy – self-sufficiency, responsibility, rights and obligations 
– together with the schools, so that they become well-trained, creative, open-minded and active young people.

ShorT DeScripTion
The Teenager Parliament was founded in 1996 with the active participation of teenagers aged 10 to 18. 
It is “parliamentary” in its structure and operation. Any young person aged 10-18 living in a town that participates 
in the elections held based on the “Little Law of Elections” may be part of the Teenager Republic. The Adult 
Guidance Council, volunteer teachers and civil organizations, help the young people realize their initiatives. 
The key projects of the Teenager Parliament have become vital elements in the strategy of the LEADER Local 
Task Force of Northern Borsod County: they took part in rural development projects, launched village makeover 
contests, talent scouting contests, as well as soccer, basketball, bicycle and chess tournaments, they set up 
a Teenager Parliament Website (www.kamaszparlament.hu) and play a significant role in developing and expanding 
the region’s international relations.

 reSulTS 
In 2008, one of the key priorities of the local rural development strategy approved for the LEADER micro region 
was to keep young people in the region. The Youth Innovation Centre, the Artists’ Quarters, the Web Radio 
and TV soon to be realized by these youngsters are all meant to achieve this objective. An International 
European Network has been set up, which operates in the following areas, based on the local features 
and with the active contribution of the local youth:   
››› local products and traditional handicrafts 
›››  heritage – festivals, cultural life and natural environment 
›››  catering 
›››  youth enterprises  

conTacT
Edina Pap
Ediiina25@gmail.com
www.kamaszparlament.hu 
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cecS:  cReatiVity – effoRt – 
community buildinG – SeRVice

Karinthy Frigyes Secondary School

TargeT group
Secondary school students, compulsory for grades 9 and 10

realizaTion
Extra curricular activities 

goal
To organize and coordinate a variety of activities that allow the members of the community to develop their creativity 
and skills, pay attention to their physical capacity, care for and protect the environment and do something for people 
in need in their proximity or in their extended environment. The acronym “CECS” contains four important values 
in one word: creativity, effort, community building and service.

ShorT DeScripTion
In every semester, everyone has to do 10 hours of “creativity”, 10 hours of “effort” and 10 hours of “service” 
activities, activities performed in large groups count as double. CECS coordinators take care of the administration 
work, organize programmes, and help organize programmes initiated by the students. Fulfilment of CECS requirements 
is marked in the students’ report cards, in case of exceptional achievements there is an additional reward. 
Community service activities for the youngest students are aimed primarily at helping them get integrated into 
the class community. In the second semester, emphasis shifts to individual work, individual goals and identifying 
problems. Regular Service Programmes: working at a common playhouse for mentally challenged and healthy young 
people, caring for animals at animal shelters, organizing a children’s playhouse for hospitals, distributing groceries 
to poor families in the district, gardening for public institutions, preparing Christmas presents for sick children 
in hospitals, helping NGOs, etc.

 reSulTS 
Students enjoy these programmes, they consider them as constructive pastimes, they feel they can do something 
useful, and that they learn a lot by participating in these well-organized programmes. 

conTacT
Ágnes Pleskó
pleskoagi@gmail.com
keksz@karinthy.hu 
http://keksz.kfghost.eu/ 
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ciVil initiatiVeS pRoGRamme
Civitas Association

TargeT group
Students aged 14-18, who, in response to calls for applications, develop their action plan for resolving local problems

realizaTion
Extra curricular, project type 

goal
Promoting active public behaviour amongst young citizens, in relation to problems that arise in the proximity of their 
own homes, or in which they are directly implicated.

ShorT DeScripTion
The Association invites applications for the Civil Initiatives Programme and dispatches the relevant information 
to the schools. They brief the teachersand then the students get to work. They star by pinpointing the local problem 
they wish to address, gather information, explore the possible solutions, and then they draw up their own plan 
and the action plans meant to achieve that solution. Based on these specific plans, the young applicants contact 
the local decision-making forums with their ideas and suggestions and lobby to have their chosen solution approved 
at a local level. Finally, with a PowerPoint presentation they present their work and their results at regional 
competitions, and the best ones go to the national finals in Budapest. The professional jury (4-5) consists of 
a representative of the association, of the local decision-makers (MP, mayor) on a regional level, and also of 
a representative of the Ombudsman’s Bureau on a national level.

 reSulTS 
While examining the problem and debating the public issues of their own environment, participants realize that 
the citizens’ active participation is crucial to a democratic society. They learn to adequately articulate their opinion 
and they understand how civil initiatives can influence the state of their closest environment.  Examples of 
successful applications: setting up a solar panel to increase the school’s energy resources, making the school canteen 
healthier, creating a safe pedestrian crossing to improve the school’s accessibility. 

conTacT
Gál Tibor
tibor@civitas.hu
http://www.civitas.hu/
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“dReam citizen” pRoGRamme
Active Citizenship Foundation

TargeT group
The 10-12 age group, as well as their teachers, parents, adults, trainers, and the media

realizaTion
Integrated into the pedagogical programme 

goal
To learn about the basic principles and concepts of a democratic system, active participation in solving the issues 
and problems that affect the children’s lives, to bring the school closer to the local community, to the real society 
it operates in, to make children more open towards the problems of their community, to make  school communities 
more democratic providing a community experience.

ShorT DeScripTion
The programme has two main stages: a groundwork and a project stage. During the groundwork phase, children learn 
about the basic notions and values related to democracy, through motivating and interactive activities (based on 
the guidelines outlined in the “Dream Citizen” manual).
The project stage consists of the establishment and operation of a democratic community (town, state), 
coordinated by teachers and by one mentor for each school. Children take part in thematic micro-projects, through 
which the basic institutions of a democratic community are established, and then they prepare for the project days. 
On project days, the democratic community envisioned in the micro projects comes to life: decision-makers assemble, 
the entrepreneurs employ, produce and provide services, the civil organizations organize campaigns 
or charity events, the media informs, etc. 
On project days the community is open to visitors (parents, media, local community, representatives 
of decision-makers etc.). 
The Dream Citizen Programme is built on active techniques, educational methods involving the participation 
of every child (simulation games, debates, drama performances, creative games, artistic activities).

 reSulTS 
By targeting schools with traditional curricula, it creatively brings forth the maximum 
of the possibilities existing in public education. 

conTacT
Pap Enikő
info@aktivpolgar.hu
www.aktivpolgar.hu 
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younG enteRpRiSe – 
financial education pRoGRamme
Alternative Secondary School of Economics

TargeT group
Grades 9 and 10, teachers act as counselors, the Young Enterprise Foundation acts as the “supervising authority”

realizaTion
Formal learning, integrated into the pedagogical programme, mandatory subject 

goal
A bridge from the classroom into the world of labour, through modelling enterprises, personality development, 
increasing the sense of initiative and the spirit of enterprise, developing economic and financial thinking, getting 
acquainted with the domestic and international economic processes, learning about the role and importance of 
self-sufficiency, realizing the need for long-term financial planning and learning its methods, 
acquiring everyday economic and financial literacy.

ShorT DeScripTion
In the Young Enterprise Programme, students learn about basic economic and entrepreneurial concepts through 
running a student enterprise. In groups of 8-15, they have to establish real companies working with real capital, 
producing real products, involving real profit or loss. After one year, they have to liquidate the enterprise or share 
company – this way they also study the process of closing a business. In every school year, the company which 
is most successful in the competition launched by the Junior Achievement Hungary Foundation, gets to participate 
in the Junior Achievement – Young Enterprise Europe International Fair. 
Within the Financial Education Programme, students achieve practical financial and economic literacy and learn 
to understand the correlations of market economy, necessary in everyday life while they can also test themselves 
in various situations that call for making decisions.

 reSulTS 
Both programmes provide students professional economic literacy, as well as the skills and competences 
(e.g., decision-making, taking responsibility, being able to identify, assess, and take risks, cooperation, 
compliance, and leadership) which are important virtues necessary for all future entrepreneurs or 
for any employee doing independent work in any field of the economy. 

conTacT
Tamás Szűcs
szucst@akg.hu
gancs@akg.hu
http://www.akg.hu/kovetelmeny/
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toleRance dayS, talkinG wall 
Bolyai János Secondary School 
and Secondary Vocational School of Commerce

TargeT group
secondary school students

realizaTion
Informal, integrated in the pedagogical programme

goal
To educate for democracy, open communications, prevention of violence

ShorT DeScripTion
The human rights (Tolerance) day is organized by the school’s Egy-Másért (“One for Another”) student group, 
with the help of the student government and the teachers of ethics. Human rights related issues, advocacy, 
minority issues are covered with the involvement of NGOs and foundations. The presence of authentic 
representatives is essential, because of its personal and true to life nature.- It is equally important 
to introduce students to the role of civil groups,  motivating them to solidarity, citizen action, 
and democratic public life in the light of human rights. 
Each class takes part in two mandatory and two optional activities (they can pick from 10-15 programmes). 
The Talking Wall is a provocative subprogramme of the human rights day. 
An open debate takes place on large posters, about moral or legal issues or dilemmas formulated by the members 
of the student group, topics that are often also debated in the media, in public life, in politics. Local or school-related 
problems also frequently come up. 
Open debate is not restricted in any way, the students themselves remind each other of proper manners, 
they teach one another, and open each other’s minds through a free exchange of ideas. The end-product 
is then processed together with the teachers in a variety of ways.

 reSulTS 
The Day turns into a project programme, it serves as an example for the neighbouring schools, several students 
start to become active in their own town’s public life, or in a civil group or association.
The number of disciplinary problems keeps dropping, violence in the school is atypical, which is partly due to 
the systematically conducted peaceful dialogue, free expression of opinion, and the democratic methods 
of conflict management. 

conTacT
Györgyi Kövesi 
kovesigy@gmail.com 
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“let’S cReate toGetheR!” –
pRomotinG coopeRation in inteGRated 
childRen’S communitieS thRouGh aRtS
Igazgyöngy Primary Art School

TargeT group
The institute’s primary school students, in one of the most disadvantaged micro-regions

realizaTion
Non-formal learning 

goal
Developing a sense of identity, advocacy skills, cooperation skills, solidarity and tolerance, 
creating value in the community.

ShorT DeScripTion
5 programme elements:
1.  “Tolerance Papers” – newspaper editing in connection with the topic of being a minority 

(reporting, gathering information, essays, drawings, puzzles).
2.  “Europe Project” - European stories and tales; Our Stories In European Cultural History (drawing story illustrations), 

Europe Through Its Costumes (preparation of costumes, accessories), The Euro. Coins of the Various Countries 
(coin design, metal embossing). Our Stories Project of 2010: stories were treated with children who live in deep 
poverty within the micro region. The drawings were made in the children’s living environment, and the parents 
were also involved in their planning, painting. Photos were taken of the artistic process and are exhibited 
together with the drawings. 

3.  “Global Problems” (This programme element was carried out in a scheme of international relations). Let’s Create 
In English (experimental language education project with the help of visual education), creating posters, 
and designing comic strips. 

4.   “The Importance of National Identity”, cooperative paintings about home values and folklore traditions.
5.  “This Is How I Create and This Is Where I live”, illustrations and photo documentation of stories, 

tales, legends and poems.

 reSulTS 
Disadvantaged pupils have learnt forms of communication and patterns of behaviour that help their integration. 
Majority students have developed feelings of acceptance, tolerance, and solidarity. Progress has been made 
in strengthening the community and in developing a positive effect of the individuals on their community. 

conTacT
Zita Török, Vice Principal 
postmaster@igazgyongy.axelero.net
www.igazgyongy-alapitvany.hu/index.php?page=program0910.php 
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ecoSchool pRoGRamme 
JunioR achieVement hunGaRy 
entRepReneuRial pRoGRamme
Kastélydomb Primary School

TargeT group
Primary school pupils, teachers, parents

realizaTion
Formal, integrated in the pedagogical programme 

goal
Ecoschool: education for environment-conscious behaviour, horizontally integrated into the curriculum 
of various subjects+excursions, competitions, field practice. 
Junior Achievement Hungary Programme: teaching theoretical and practical aspects of market economy, 
the role of enterprises, and the effect of the economy on their own future. 

ShorT DeScripTion
The ÖKO Group, the members of which are students and teachers, plans and directs the practical implementation. 
During the ÖKO school year opening ceremony, each class adopts a small area of the school courtyard, which they 
care for and embellish throughout the school year. Open-air school for 4th and 7th graders, farm visits, twinning 
relations with the Phyra school in Austria and Essex school in England. Plant of the Month, „Time It!” international 
meteorological competition, animal photo competition, ornithology presentation, bird show, falconry presentation, 
World Water Day, Earth Day, “Animal Investigation”, “Recycle” exhibition, ÖKO end-of-year ceremony. 
Junior Achievement Hungary Programme: entrepreneurial education programme integrated into the curriculum, 
study circles, student enterprises.

 reSulTS 
Students, teachers and parents develop the following competences: environment-conscious behaviour, basic principles 
of sustainable development and its practical implementation, positive attitudes, value conservation 
and value-creating attitudes, healthier lifestyle. 

conTacT
Véghely Tamásné 
igmari@kastelydomb.axelero.net
http://www.kastelydomb.hu/ujsag/PP2010szept.pdf 
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the complex implementation 
of education foR actiVe citizenShip 
and democRacy 
Dobó István Secondary School in Eger

TargeT group
Secondary school students

realizaTion
Formal and non-formal learning

goal
To provide young adults with a modern general education, have them motivated to work, make them capable of learning 
and leading a healthy life style, educate them to become adults with a traditional set of moral values, yet able to adapt 
to the changing circumstances of our times and prepared for a modern civil life, who apply the rules of democracy.

ShorT DeScripTion
The complex implementation means that education for active citizenship and democracy is integrated into 
a variety of programmes: 
›››  Informed Consumer Programme (during lessons with the form-master about different general topics): 

with the help of the European Commission’s Europa Diary and the Teacher’s Guide provided with the Diary, 
class teachers incorporate materials related to consumer rights, family law, jobs and employment , institutions 
of the European Union, opportunities and dangers of the Internet, compulsory elements of product labelling, 
etc into the curriculum of their general education lessons . During the school year, the 11th grade organizes 
a Consumer Protection Day, e.g. with a “Flimsy Product Display” programme. 

›››  Volunteer Programme – The Secondary School Volunteer Service founded by the students brings together 
all volunteer activities performed in the school by the students. Each year they meet with the organizations 
requiring volunteer work and divide the jobs among the candidates (with the help of the Red Cross – 
visiting hospitals/nursing homes/orphanages) 

›››  Peer Prevention programme with the participation of peer helpers 
›››  Career counselling programme
›››  Active student government 
›››  Student director elections (from 11th grade classes); the classes organize this series of programmes themselves, 

for the other students, as they run for the title of student director. This is a real, democratic election, 
where students can experience the importance and learn about the methods of campaigning, voting, 
and electing the right leader. 

›››  Learning about the operation of the local government with the help of the city Mayor – mini-assembly 
›››  Financial Education Programme (Pénzügyi Oktatási Program - POP) learning economic, financial, 

and entrepreneurial concepts and techniques.

 reSulTS 
Students are equipped with the knowledge, skills 
and values formulated in our goal. 

conTacT
Mrs. Hornyák, Vice Principal 
nevigh@dobo-eger.sulinet.hu
www.dobo-gimnazium.hu
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money compaSS School netwoRk 
Money Compass Foundation

TargeT group
68 secondary schools, 60 of which have introduced the POP Programme

realizaTion
Formal learning 

goal
To bring together the initiatives of the state, the business sector, and the civil organizations, and to keep these initiatives 
coordinated, to accomplish a financial culture, and to implement economic education as successfully as possible.

ShorT DeScripTion
The Money Compass Network: the title “money compass school” is granted to schools that represent on 
an outstandingly high level the values of financial and economic education and of educating informed consumers, 
through their work in school development and education. Affiliated schools take part in the Financial Education 
Programme (Pénzügyi Oktatási Program – POP) developed with the support of the Budapest Stock Exchange 
and the National Bank of Hungary.
In order that the basic economic and financial concepts become widely known, financial education has to 
become universal. The core of the Programme consists of an internet-based, practice-focused educational 
material embracing 28 financial and economical topics, which is complemented by case studies, 
worksheets, teacher’s kits and an authentic stock exchange simulation game. 
Starting this year, the Programme also includes a 30-hour training programme for accredited teachers, as well 
as a school competition aimed at measuring the knowledge attainable through the programme. The www.penziskola.hu 
website provides the internet background for the programme, where the subject matter and the application 
criteria are available for free to anyone interested.

 reSulTS 
Secondary school students will have an understanding of the basic financial concepts and correlations most 
important in their lives, they will be able to grasp economic and financial information, to assess its impact, 
and to make informed, responsible decisions in their everyday finances. 

conTacT
Szalay György
szalaygy@mnb.hu 
http://penziranytu.mnb.hu/_


